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ABSTRACT: Metal halide perovskites exhibit outstanding
optoelectronic properties: superior charge carrier mobilities,
low densities of deep trap states, high photoluminescence
quantum yield, and wide color tunability. The introduction of
dopant ions provides pathways to manipulate the electronic
and chemical features of perovskites. In metal halide
perovskites ABX3, where A is a monovalent cation (e.g.,
methylammonium (MA+), Cs+), B is the divalent metal ion(s)
(e.g., Pb2+, Sn2+), and X is the halide group (e.g., Cl−, Br−, or
I−), the isovalent exchange of A- and X-site ions has been
widely accomplished; in contrast, strategies to exchange B-site cations are underexamined. The activation energies for vacancy-
mediated diffusion of B-site cations are much higher than those for A- and X-sites, leading to slow doping processes and low
doping ratios. Herein we demonstrate a new method that exchanges B-site cations in perovskites. We design a series of metal
carboxylate solutions that anchor on the perovskite surface, allowing fast and efficient doping of B-sites with both homovalent
and heterovalent cations (e.g., Sn2+, Zn2+, Bi3+) at room temperature. The doping process in the reduced-dimensional
perovskites is complete within 1 min, whereas a similar reaction only leads to the surface attachment of dopant ions in three-
dimensional structures. We offer a model based on ammonium extraction and surface ion-pair substitution.

1. INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of impurity elements into semiconductors is
among the foundations of solid-state chemistry for electronics.
The electronic levels of pristine materials can be tailored by
control over the class and concentration of foreign atoms in an
otherwise pure and regular crystal lattice. Doping adds a degree
of freedom in the preparation of semiconductor materials with
modified optical and electronic properties including in
photovoltaics, transistors, light-emitting diodes, photodetec-
tors, nonlinear optics, and catalysts.1−6

The doping of semiconductors in various formsbulk
crystals, thin films, nanocrystalshas been explored and
applied in both research and mass production. Doping of a
semiconductor (including group IV, II−VI, III−V, and I−III−
VI materials) is achieved via direct crystal growth of
predesigned cation/anion mixtures or alternatively using
postsynthetic ion exchange/diffusion.7,8

Metal halide perovskites hold advantages over traditional
semiconductors in the simplicity of solution- or gas-phase
fabrication, their low defect densities, and their tuning via
compositionally dependent optoelectronic properties. The
scaffold enables the insertion of bulky organic cations to
enhance carrier confinement and structural stability, of greater
interest in both light emission and photovoltaics.9−12

In metal halide perovskites, the Goldschmidt tolerance
factor has been widely used as the empirical index to predict
stability of the crystal structure. When the tolerance factor is
within the allowable regime,13 replacement of an anion or
cation becomes possible. A wide range of three-dimensional
(3D) perovskites, and also RD perovskites (a.k.a. 2D and
2.5D), have been doped according to this principle. Methods
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similar to those used in conventional semiconductors have
been used to prepare doped perovskites with mixed cations or
anions.14−16 While the incorporation of heterovalent ions is
possible,17−19 most doping processes for perovskites favor
isovalent elements to maintain charge balance and low crystal
distortion.20,21

Postsynthetic processes enable efficient dopant incorpora-
tion and can maintain the morphology of the materials under
mild conditions. Through the interaction of an undoped
semiconductor with a dopant source (e.g., soaking in a solution
that contains dopant element), the diffusion of the dopants
and chemical reactions initiate and propagate the doping
process.22 Driven by external motive forces such as light,
electric field, and the ion concentration gradient, ionic
exchange offers efficient doping and fine-tuning of the A-
and X-site compositions in perovskites.23,24

Unfortunately, the energy required to form a B-site vacancy
is much larger than that needed to form A- and X-site
vacancies. For this reason, the A-/X-site approach imple-
mented on the B-site achieves slow exchange (e.g., it can take
multiple days25), and only isovalent element exchange has
been reported to date.25−27 A general method to produce
efficient B-site doping in metal halide perovskites has yet to be
demonstrated.
Here we develop the surface chemistry to perform facile and

rapid B-site exchange on perovskites. Noting efficient ligand−
ligand interaction at the surface of nanomaterials,28 we
developed a B-site doping strategy that uses a metal
carboxylate to anchor the dopant elements on perovskites.
This facilitates B-site vacancy formation and enables impurity
cation diffusion that yields homogeneously doped reduced-
dimensional perovskite materials. The doping process relies on
the presence of bulky organic ions: as a key step in the doping
process, metal carboxylate interacts with organic ammonium
and halide groups, cleaving the PbX4

2− octahedron and thus
allowing the exchange between targeted dopants and Pb2+. We
found that when the crystal tolerance factor allows it, the B-site
exchange can proceed at room temperature within 1 min. We
investigated the ensuing crystal change (e.g., expansion or
shrinkage) using high-energy X-ray diffraction (HE-XRD) and
grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). We
achieve a highest doping rate of the heterovalent cation of 14%
for reduced-dimensional perovskite films, 40 times higher than
achieved using previously reported perovskite doping pro-
cesses.17

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All chemicals used are commercially available and were

used without any additional purification steps: lead(II) iodide (PbI2,
Alfa Aesar, 99.999%, ultradry), lead(II) bromide (PbBr2, Alfa Aesar,
99.999%, ultradry), methylammonium iodide (MAI, Dyesol Inc.,
99.9%), methylammonium bromide (MABr, Dyesol Inc., 99.9%)
phenylethylammonium bromide (PEABr, Dyesol Inc., 99.9%), n-
hexylammonium bromide, C6H13NH3Br (HABr, Dyesol Inc.), cesium
bromide (CsBr, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999%), bismuth 2-ethylhexanoate
(Bi(Oct)3, Alfa Aesar, 96.2%), tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2,
Sigma-Aldrich, 92.5−100.0%), zinc 2-ethylhexanoate (Zn(Oct)2, Alfa
Aesar, ca. 80% in mineral spirits (17−19% Zn)), lithium 2-
ethylhexanoate (LiOct, Alfa Aesar, 99%), chlorobenzene (anhydrous,
Caledon), toluene (anhydrous, Caledon), N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%), methyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-
Aldrich, ≥99%), chloroform (anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich), ethyl
acetate (anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%), γ-butyrolactone (GBL,
Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%).

Synthesis of Bromide Perovskite Nanoplatelets. Colloidal
perovskite nanoplatelets (n = 2) were synthesized from solution
following a variation of published methods.29,30 PbBr2, MABr, and
HABr were added to DMF to form a precursor solution. The
concentration of PbBr2 was held at 0.06 M, while the ratios of the
organic cation components were varied to control the thickness and
phase purity of the nanoplatelets. The concentration of MABr and
HABr was 0.03 and 0.06 M, respectively. A 20 μL amount of the
precursor solution was added dropwise into 1 mL of chlorobenzene
while stirring vigorously. As the perovskite precursors are introduced
to the antisolvent, they crystallize immediately as colloidal nano-
platelets capped by the large organic cations present in the precursor
solution. A color change is observed from the addition of the
precursor solution, and bright photoluminescence can be observed
when the nanoplatelets are held under 365 nm UV light.

Preparation of Reduced-Dimensional Perovskite Films. For
the synthesis of (PEA)2Cs4Pb5Br16 and (PEA)2MA4Pb5Br16 perov-
skites (i.e., n = 5), all precursors, including PbBr2 (183.5 mg, 0.50
mmol), CsBr (79.2 mg, 0.37 mmol) or MABr (41.4 mg, 0.37 mmol),
and PEABr (50.5 mg, 0.25 mmol), were completely dissolved in 1.0
mL of DMSO at room temperature, equipped with a small Teflon-
coated stir bar. The solution was then spin-cast onto a clean glass
substrate with a two-step spin-casting setup: in the first step, 70 μL of
the precursor solution was dropped onto the substrate and
immediately spin-cast with a spin rate of 1000 rpm for 10 s; then
the spin rate increased to 5000 rpm for 60 s. During the second step
(i.e., 5000 rpm) of the spin-cast process (30 s remaining), 100 μL of
chloroform as antisolvent was dropped onto the substrate. The film
was further annealed at 90 °C for 5 min under a nitrogen atmosphere.
After cooling to room temperature, samples were stored in a nitrogen-
filled glovebox for further use.

Preparation of MAPbI3 Perovskite Films. The MAPbI3
precursor solutions (1.4 M) were prepared by the dissolution of an
equal amount of MAI and PbI2 precursors in a mixed solvent of DMF
and DMSO with a volume ratio of 1:1. The perovskite films were
deposited onto clean glass substrates with two-step spin-coating
procedures: in the first step, 80 μL of the mixed solution was drop
cast onto the substrate, which was then immediately spun at 200 rpm
for 10 s with an acceleration of 200 rpm/s; in the second step, the
spin speed was increased to 4000 rpm for 30 s with a ramp-up of 1000
rpm/s. A 100 μL amount of chlorobenzene was dropped on the
spinning substrate during the second spin-coating step at 20 s before
the end of the procedure. The sample was then immediately
transferred on a hot plate and heated at 100 °C for 30 min. After
cooling to room temperature, samples were stored in a nitrogen-filled
glovebox for further use.

Preparation of Dopant Solutions. A 0.5 v/v% amount of
dopant solution was prepared by fully dissolving the metal
ethylhexanoate (i.e., Sn(Oct)2, Bi(Oct)3, Zn(Oct)2, liquid state)
into chlorobenzene under a nitrogen atmosphere. It is important to
note that the solubility of LiOct solid in chlorobenzene is limited; the
dissolution of LiOct requires prolonged mechanical stirring at 70 °C
for 2 h, and the solution was filtered through a 0.2 μm syringe filter to
remove undissolved salt. All dopant solution was stored in a nitrogen-
filled glovebox for further use.

Solid-State B-Site Exchange of Perovskite Thin Films. In a
nitrogen-filled glovebox, 5 mL of the dopant solution was transferred
to a 20 mL vial, and a small piece of the perovskite thin film (0.5 in.
by 0.5 in.) was immersed into the solution at room temperature. After
soaking for 30 s, the perovskite film was taken out, further washed by
clean chlorobenzene twice, and dried under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Samples were stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox for further use.

Photoluminescence and Absorption Measurement. Photo-
luminescence measurements were done with a Horiba Fluorolog time-
correlated single photon counting system equipped with UV/vis/NIR
photomultiplier tube detectors, dual grating spectrometers, and a
monochromatized xenon lamp excitation source. Optical absorption
measurements were carried out in a Lambda 950 UV−vis−IR
spectrophotometer.
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Powder X-ray Diffraction. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
samples were either prepared by spin-coating of solution samples
(nanoplatelets) on a glass substrate or used directly (film samples
such as reduced-dimensional and MAPbI3 perovskites). Measure-
ments were taken by using a Rigaku Miniflex 600 diffractometer with
a NaI scintillation counter and using monochromatized Cu Kα
radiation (1.5406 Å). XRD spectra were scanned between 2θ ranges
of 3−50 °C with an integration of 0.5 s.
High-Energy X-ray Diffraction and Pair Distribution

Function Analysis. RD and 3D perovskite thin-film samples were
made using the above-mentioned spin-coating process. High-energy
X-ray diffraction experiments were conducted at the 6-ID-D beamline
at APS (Argonne National Laboratory, USA). The energy of the X-ray
incident beam was 100.329 keV. The two-dimensional (2D) setup
was applied for data collection with a PerkinElmer model 1621 X-ray
area detector. The results of the diffraction patterns were calculated
using the Fit2D software.
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) Measurements.

XPS measurements were carried out with the Thermo Scientific K-
Alpha XPS system. An Al Kα source with a 400 μm spot size was used
for measurements to detect photoelectrons at specific energy ranges
to determine the presence of specific elements. Sputter depth profiling
was performed with an ion gun at 2 keV to avoid spurious features
(e.g., ion beam damage), where each step has a duration of 30 s.
Transient Absorption (TA) Measurements. A regeneratively

amplified Yb:KGW laser at a 5 kHz repetition rate (Light Conversion,
Pharos) was used to generate femtosecond laser pulses, and a pulse
picker was used to lower the frequency to 1 kHz. A portion of the
1030 nm fundamental was sent into an optical bench (Ultrafast,
Helios), where it passed through a retroreflector and was then focused
into a calcium fluoride crystal, translated at 1 mm/s, to create the
white light continuum probe. An optical parametric amplifier (Light
Conversion, Orpheus) was used to generate the 375 nm pump pulse
by up-conversion of the fundamental wavelength. This was then sent
to the optical bench and was chopped at 500 Hz. Both the pump and
probe were sent to the sample, with the time delay adjusted by
changing the path length of the probe (time resolution ∼350 fs). The
probe pulse was then collected by a CCD after dispersion by a grating
spectrograph (Ultrafast). Kinetic traces were fit to the convolution of
the instrument response and a sum of exponential decays. Time zero
was allowed to vary with wavelength to account for the chirp of the
probe.
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometer

(ICP-OES) Analysis. Perovskite thin films were completely dissolved
in 4% w/w HNO3 aqueous solution. The solutions were then filtered
through 200 μm syringe filters before the characterization. The atomic
composition of the sample was determined using an ICP-OES
(Agilent Dual-View 720 with CCD for full wavelength coverage
between 167 and 785 nm). Standard solutions (0.2, 2, 20, 200, and
1000 ppm) of characterized elements (i.e., Pb, Sn, Bi, Zn, Li) were
prepared for calibration. Calibration curves of each element are shown
in Figures S5−S7.

Grazing Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering Measure-
ment. GIWAXS was conducted at the 23A SWAXS beamline of the
Taiwan Light source of the National Synchrotron Radiation Research
Center, Hsinchu.31 With a 10 keV beam, GIWAXS data were
collected using a CMOS flat panel detector, C10158DK-3957 (10 ×
10 cm2), with a sample-to-detector distance of 180 mm and an
incident angle α = 2.0°. With the sample plane defined as the x−y
plane and the incident X-ray beam in the x−z plane, the scattering
vector q is defined by qx = 2πλ−1(cos β cos φ − cos α), qy = 2πλ−1(cos
β sin φ), and qz = 2πλ−1(sin α + sin β). Here, β is the exit angle and ϕ
is the scattering angle away from the y−z plane, and the in-plane
scattering vector qr = (qx

2 + qy
2)1/2. The scattering peak positions were

calibrated rigorously using the diffraction peaks from powders of Si,
Ag-behenate, and LaB6.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design of a B-Site Doping Strategy. The efficiency of
ion exchange is determined by the activation energy of the
corresponding vacancy diffusion since ion exchange within the
perovskite is driven principally by vacancy migration. The
activation energy for Pb2+ migration within the perovskite
lattice assisted by a vacancy is 2.2 eV, which is ∼2.75 and 4
times higher than for the migration of A- and X-site ions in
MAPbI3, respectively (Figure 1a).32 The large activation
energy barrier therefore severely curtails the exchange rate of
Pb2+ by homovalent and heterovalent dopants through
postsynthetic approaches. This is reflected in the reported
slow B-site cation exchange occurring at the interface between
perovskite and the dopant halide salt and/or the corresponding
dopant salt/organic complexes that are dissolved in hydro-
phobic solution25,26,33 (Figure 1b).
Cation exchange inefficiency (with the correspondingly high

calculated barrier) arises structurally from the protection of the
Pb2+ ion by the rigid PbX4

2− octahedral cage and the
insolubility of Pb2+ in a hydrophobic environment. We
reasoned therefore that to create surface halide vacancies,
and then to attach bulky ligands, would promote efficient B-
site cation exchange (Figure 1c). Inspired by the ligand
exchange between carboxylate ions and ammonium passivants
on quantum dot surfaces,34 we investigated metal carboxylates
as viable exchange promoters.

Reactions on Nanoplatelets. We investigated the
efficiency of the ammonium/carboxylate ligand exchange on
free-standing perovskite nanoplatelets, on which bulky organic
ligands are more readily able to interact with ions in solution.
We implemented in situ ligand exchange by adding metal
ethylhexanoate (MxOcty) salt solution containing predesigned
dopant cations (e.g., Sn2+, Bi3+, Zn2+, Li+) into the

Figure 1. B-site cation exchange strategies. (a) Lead halide perovskite structure. (b) Mechanism in previously reported B-site doping/exchange
methods, where the exchange rate is limited by the slow exchange/diffusion of B-site cations provided by dopant halide salts (MX2) and their
organic complexes (MX2-L). (c) Proposed new B-site doping mechanism: the creation of surface halide vacancy and removal of surface lead ion
using surface ligand anchoring seeks to facilitate rapid B-site doping.
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(PEA)2Cs4Pb5Br16 nanoplatelet solution and then isolated and
purified the product (Experimental Section).
Prior to ligand exchange, strong blue photoluminescence

(PL) at 436 nm indicates well-defined n = 2 perovskite
nanoplatelets (Figure 2a and b). The photoexcited state
lifetime decay values τ1 and τ2 of the original nanoplatelets are
1.8 and 23 ns, respectively (Figure 2c); these are similar to
previously reported values for n = 2 perovskites and are
assigned to recombination within the layered perovskite
quantum well.30 When a trace amount of Sn(Oct)2 (0.03 M
in chlorobenzene) is added and mixed for less than 1 min, the
PL intensity is substantially diminished. A new, smaller and
broader PL contribution grows in the 480 nm range and the
intensity becomes stronger following the increase of Sn(Oct)2

content, whereas the absorption peak of the nanoplatelets
shifts by only 2 nm following the reaction. The PL change is
observed only when Sn2+ is present. The corresponding
lifetime decay values are much smaller than those from
untreated nanoplatelets (τ1 = 0.21 ns, τ2 = 1.8 ns, Figure 2c).
These perovskite nanoplatelets become unstable following

the Sn(Oct)2 treatment. The original nanoplatelets show well-
defined n = 2 perovskite crystalline signals under powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD, Figure 2d). However, no crystalline feature
of the Sn(Oct)2-treated sample is captured by XRD, suggesting
the layered perovskite crystal structure is not preserved during
the reaction. Considering there are only two layers of PbX4

2−

octahedra within a free-standing nanoplatelet, any removal of
halide ion and B-site exchange would destroy the nanostruc-

Figure 2. Photoluminescence and crystalline properties of doped nanoplatelets. (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of n = 2 perovskite
nanoplatelet solutions after mixing with the indicated amount of Sn(Oct)2 solution (arrows indicate the direction intensity change of two major
photoluminescence peaks following the doping treatment. Inset: Normalized PL spectra showing the shift of PL signal after dopant treatment. (b)
Corresponding nanoplatelet solutions shown in (a). (c, d) Photoluminescence lifetime decay curves of nanoplatelet solutions and powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) patterns of nanoplatelet powders before and after Sn(Oct)2 solution treatment. Signals originating from n = 1 perovskite
structures are denoted using asterisks (*). Inset: Zoom-in PXRD pattern showing the amorphous structure of dopant-treated nanoplatelet sample.

Figure 3. Photophysical properties of doped perovskite thin films. (a) Photoluminescence spectra and (b) absorption spectra of RD perovskites
((PEA)2Cs4Pb5Br16) before and after various dopant treatments. Inset: Pictures of 365 nm irradiated RD perovskite samples before treatment and
immersed in the solution of Sn(Oct)2. (c) Absorption spectra of 3D perovskites (MAPbI3) before and after dopant treatments. (d)
Photoluminescence lifetime decay results of the corresponding RD perovskites shown in (b). (e) Transient absorption spectra of doped and
undoped RD perovskites at 5 ps after pump excitation. (f) Transient absorption spectral dynamics for different RD perovskites probe wavelengths
corresponding to their respective ground-state bleach features. Accelerated quenching of the bleach signal is observed when dopants are introduced.
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ture and yield amorphous product. The crystallinity difference
before and after Sn(Oct)2 treatment supports the picture that
carboxylate ions interact with perovskite surface bulky
ammonium cations, remove halide anions, and create vacancies
in the perovskite structure, introducing instability within the
layered perovskite nanostructures and forming surface trap
states that quench the PL of the nanoplatelets, generating
instead new trap-induced in-gap emission.
B-Site Doping and Photophysical Studies. Motivated

by the fast reaction on nanoplatelets, we further investigated
whether the ligand-exchange-driven vacancy creation approach
can perform B-site doping on bulk perovskite crystals. We
investigate two perovskite classes: n = 5 reduced-dimensional
(RD) perovskite ((PEA)2Cs4Pb5Br16, PEA = phenylethylam-
monium) and 3D perovskite (MAPbI3). We also extended
dopant candidates to include both isovalent (Sn2+, Zn2+) and
heterovalent (Bi3+, Li+) cations. Both classes of perovskite thin
film samples were prepared using the previously established
antisolvent approach,8,9 followed by an additional soaking step
with a chlorobenzene solution containing 0.03 M MxOcty used
to assist in the doping process (Experimental Section).
As seen with the nanoplatelets, the reaction between thin

film samples and dopant salt is complete within 1 min. It
results once again in a significant change in PL behavior. Rapid
changes in PL and absorption features were immediately
observable after the RD thin film was placed into the dopant
solution (Figure 3a and b). The original PL maximum of RD
perovskite was at 512 nm and had a narrow PL line width
(fwhm = 21 nm, ∼90 meV). Following exposure to dopant
solutions and post-treatment sample purification, the line
width of RD perovskite is maintained, and only a slight shift of
PL (<8 nm) is observed, but the PL intensity is notably
diminished (Figure 3a). We ascribe this to the formation of
surface trap states that create nonradiative recombination
pathways. The sharp optical absorption feature is preserved but

the edge is shifted depending on the type of dopant cations
(Figure 3b); this may well correlate with the extent of lattice
constant change due to doping. Interestingly, the absorption
edge at ∼780 nm remains the same for 3D perovskites’
interaction with dopant solutions even after a prolonged
reaction time (>10 min), suggesting that the reactivity of
ligand-induced doping is much lower on 3D perovskites
(Figure 3c).
We further investigated how dopant cations affect the

optoelectronic behavior of RD perovskites by investigating the
photophysical properties of RD thin film samples before and
after dopant treatment. Compared to nanoplatelet structures,
longer PL lifetime decay was observed in RD perovskite thin
films (τav = 13 ns, Figure 3d). Once the diminished PL
intensity was reached following the ligand exchange process,
the lifetime decay also experienced a dramatic shortening (τav
values for Sn2+-, Bi3+-, Zn2+-, and Li+-doped RD perovskites are
1.1, 0.53, 0.20, and 2.5 ns, respectively). We attribute this to
increased defect densities created by the carboxylate/
ammonium exchange during the treatment.
To investigate further how the exchange process influences

excited-state dynamics in the RD perovskite solid, we
performed ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy to
inspect the carrier generation and diffusion processes. The
photoexcitation intensity was kept the same for all samples. In
the TA spectra (Figure 3e), the ground-state bleach (GSB)
peak near the band edge is observed for all the RD perovskites,
while no bleach signal is seen in the case of the low-n RD
perovskites. We conclude that the RD phase remains stable
following dopant incorporation. However, the peak position of
the GSB was shifted following the chemical treatment,
consistent with band-edge shifting observed in the steady-
state absorption spectra. A red-shift of the GSB is observed for
Bi3+-, Zn2+-, and Li+-doped RD perovskites. In contrast, for
Sn2+-doped RD perovskites, the GSB peak blue-shifts from 504

Figure 4. Quantitative compositional characterizations of doped perovskites. (a, b) High-resolution XPS results of (a) tin 3d and bismuth 4f
regions and (b) lead 4f, carbon 1s, and nitrogen 1s regions of RD and 3D perovskites before and after dopant treatment. To avoid the Cs 4p feature
(∼159−160 eV) obscuring the Bi 4f signals, MA-based RD perovskites (i.e., (PEA)2MA4Pb5Br16)) were used in all XPS studies. (c) XPS depth
profile studies of 3D and RD perovskites before and after Sn(Oct)2 treatment. The film thickness of each sample was confirmed by atomic force
microscope measurement. (d) Depth-dependent relative elemental composition of the corresponding 3D and RD perovskites shown in (c); the
measured surface atomic concentration of each element is set as 1. The initial drop between 0 and 45 nm in depth in the content of light elements
such as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen may be due to the removal of sample surface contamination. (e) Summary of ICP-OES results of dopant
element concentration (atomic percentage) in both types of doped perovskite.
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to 501 nm. The decay of the bleaching signal at the peak
wavelength is shown in Figure 3f. Generally, a fast decay
process appears at the initial state after pump excitation for
each of the doped RD perovskites compared with the case of
the control sample, suggesting that new decay channels appear
when dopants are introduced. The time constants of the fast
decay process for RD perovskites doped with Zn2+, Bi3+, Li+,
and Sn2+ cations are 126, 158, 205, and 342 ps, respectively.
We further rule out the possibility of enhanced Auger
recombination via the acquisition and analysis of pump-
power-dependent TA spectra (Figure S1). The emergence of
ultrafast carrier dynamics for the doped perovskite is thus
attributed to the defect-related nonradiative recombination
introduced by the dopants.
Dopant cations influence the band positions, and the

bandgap of perovskites remains a subject of ongoing
discussion.17,35−37 We therefore combined ultraviolet photo-
electron spectroscopy (UPS) with measurements of the optical
bandgap (from absorption spectra) to determine the valence
band maximum (VBM), work function (WF), and conduction
band minimum (CBM) of RD perovskites before and after the
doping process (Figures S2 and S3).
The band position is substantially unchanged for the case of

exchange with Sn2+ and Zn2+, not unexpected since the
homovalent dopant shares the same valence as Pb2+. For the
exchange with Bi3+, the values of VBM, CBM, and WF increase
by 300−450 meV, suggesting that Bi3+-doping produces p-type
doped perovskites. No obvious band position change is
observed from LiOct-treated RD samples: we conclude that
the low solubility of LiOct in chlorobenzene leads to
insufficient Li+ introduction (vide infra, also see Experimental
Section for more details).
Quantitative Measurement of Dopant Elements. The

photophysical results hint that the dopant elements strongly
incorporate into the perovskite RD lattice, whereas doping is
limited in the case of the 3D perovskites. We sought to
understand differences in the dopant local elemental chemical
environment and composition. XPS gave insight into the
nature (i.e., composition and oxidation states) of incorporated
dopant elements (e.g., Sn2+ and Bi3+, Figure 4a). No splitting
or broadening of the tin 3d doublet signals is found in a similar
binding energy regime (<0.2 eV shift), confirming that the tin
cation is present in both Sn-doped RD and 3D perovskites.
Characteristic signals for Bi 4f5/2 (164.9 eV) and 4f7/2 (159.6
eV) are also found in the Bi-doped RD perovskites, whereas
bismuth features shift to a lower energy regime in the 3D
perovskite sample (Bi 4f5/2: 164.6 eV, 4f7/2: 159.2 eV). In
addition, a new doublet Bi signal is found in the lower energy
regime (Bi 4f5/2: 162.6 eV, 4f7/2: 157.2 eV) attributed to
metallic Bi (i.e., Bi0),38 indicating that the reduction of Bi3+

occurs during the doping process. We speculate that this may
arise due to the redox reaction between Bi3+ and the trace
amount of Pb0 present in 3D perovskites.39

XPS results on lead, carbon, and nitrogen elucidate further
the interaction between perovskites and dopant sources
(Figure 4b). The doublet signals at 137.7 and 142.6 eV are
consistent with Pb2+ 4f5/2 and 4f7/2, respectively. A shift of the
lead features to higher energies occurs in the Sn2+- and Bi3+-
doped RD perovskites, while the lead does not shift in the 3D
perovskites (Figure S4). This may be due to stronger Pb−X
interaction in doped RD perovskites caused by impurity cation
incorporation.18,40 In addition, after treatment of the RD
perovskites, the N−Hx signal disappears from the nitrogen 1s

spectrum, and a new 288.9 eV signal emerges in the carbon 1s
spectrum. In contrast, neither the energy shift of the lead nor
the presence of new COO− signals is found in the 3D
counterparts (Figure S4). We conclude that only RD
perovskites enable the insertion of the dopant cation into the
crystal lattice and efficient ammonium/carboxylate ligand
exchange, whereas 3D perovskites are substantially inert in
the context of the doping process.
We also performed depth-profile studies of Sn-doped 3D

and RD perovskites (Figure 4c). The samples were sputtered
to the desired depth to obtain subsurface elemental
information. The strong Sn 3d doublet at 495.6 eV (Sn
3d3/2) and 487.1 eV (Sn 3d5/2) is seen at the surface (i.e., 0 nm
depth) of each class of samples. These Sn binding energies are
higher than the reported value of Sn2+ in Sn−Pb perovskite
thin films,41 indicating that the exchanged surface Sn2+ has
been fully oxidized prior to XPS measurement. As the
sputtering depth increases within the 3D perovskite, a
significant signal intensity decrease is observed, accompanied
by the presence of the pristine, nonoxidized Sn2+ doublet
signals at slightly lower binding energies (493.9 eV (Sn 3d3/2)
and 485.5 eV (Sn 3d5/2).
The RD perovskite, in contrast, shows a uniform distribution

of tin in the thin film (Figure 4c). The depth-dependent
atomic concentrations of the major elements present in doped
3D and RD perovskites are summarized in Figure 4d. All
elements present at the surface of Sn(Oct)2-treated RD
perovskites maintain similar concentrations throughout the
entire sample. Specifically, the consistent amount of oxygen
suggests the carboxylate/ammonium ligand exchange occurs
throughout the entire RD crystal structure. As for the 3D
counterpart, while the concentration of lead is not independent
of the sputtering depth, the other major elements including tin
show a significant drop in concentration. Comparing the
depth-dependent concentration change of tin, we conclude
that the ligand-exchange-assisted B-site exchange is successful
in the entire depth of the RD perovskite structure, whereas in
the 3D perovskite, only the surface atoms are exchanged.
We next acquired the elemental composition of doped

perovskites using ICP-OES (Figures 4e and S5−S7, Table S1).
An extremely low concentration of the dopant element was
found in all treated 3D perovskites, consistent with XPS
analyses discussed above. As for RD perovskites, up to 28%
and 16% of Pb2+ can be exchanged to Sn2+ and Zn2+. The
exchange is also very efficient for heterovalent cations: 14% of
Bi was confirmed incorporated into RD perovskites, ∼40 times
higher than the previously reported in situ and postsynthetic
Bi3+ doping process on all perovskite solids.17 It should be
noted that the doping level of Li+ is also low for RD
perovskites, which may be due to the extremely low solubility
of Li(Oct)2 in chlorobenzene (Experimental Section). The
significantly weakened PL of the LiOct-treated RD samples
(Figure 3a) is consistent with the view that the PL quench
originates from the interaction between the perovskite and the
carboxylate.

Crystal Structure Characterization. We investigated the
impact of B-site doping on crystal structure using X-ray-based
characterization. PXRD results confirm that the crystallinity of
the 3D perovskite pattern is not changed following dopant
treatments (Figure S8). As for RD perovskites, while most
crystal peak positions are retained, the intensity change of
certain specific peaks (e.g., (002), (006)) is evident following
dopant treatment (Figures 5a and S9), suggesting changes in
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the orientation of crystal grain domains upon doping.
Interestingly, although Li+ does not successfully incorporate
into RD perovskite, LiOct-treated RD perovskite exhibits an
evident peak intensity change. This suggests the carboxylic/
ammonium ligand exchange itself may influence strongly the
crystal domain orientation change.
In order to capture the signals distinguishing the perovskite

crystal orientations, GIWAXS measurements (Figures 5b and
Supplementary Figures S10−S12) were used to reveal the
orientation of quantum wells within these two types of
perovskites. The isotropic ring pattern in 3D perovskite films
evidences bulk MAPbI3 crystal grains with no preferential

growth orientation (Figure S10), whereas the majority of
signals of RD films along the qz axis suggests that the
perovskite layers (n = 5) preferentially orient parallel to the
substrate (Figure S11), in good agreement with the previous
studies.11 No observable change in GIWAXS features was seen
from 3D perovskites before and after dopant treatment (Figure
S10). In the RD case, although no appreciable difference in the
diffraction pattern is found before vs after dopant treatment,
we did observe a small shift (0.002−0.004 Å−1) in peak
positions along the qz and qxy axes in the case of doped RD
samples (Figure S11), accompanied by the emergence of new
crystal signals at 0.5 and 1.12 Å−1 (Figure S12). XRD and

Figure 5. Structural analyses of doped perovskites. (a) PXRD patterns of pristine and doped RD perovskites. (b) Cuts along the qz axis of
experimental GIWAXS measurements on pristine and doped RD perovskites. Signals originating from an incompletely blocked incident beam are
denoted using an asterisk (*). The inset shows the diffraction patterns in the range of 0.8−1.2 Å−1, clearly showing the peak shift and emergence of
new signals after dopant treatment. Dotted lines indicate the q values corresponding to peak maxima of the pattern of untreated RD sample. (c)
High-energy X-ray diffraction patterns of pristine and doped RD perovskites. (d) Diffraction patterns corresponding to (c) in the ranges of 1.0−1.7
and 2.0−2.7 Å−1. Dotted lines in (b) inset and (d) indicate the q values corresponding to peak maxima of the pattern of untreated RD sample.

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the ligand-assisted B-site cation exchange mechanism. The process was initiated by the dynamic detachment of
the bulky organic anion−cation pair due to the intrinsic perovskite features (ionic surface and liquid-like crystal structures) and the interaction with
dopant ion pair. The removal of the halide enables the anchoring of carboxylate on surface Pb2+ and enables the dopant intermediate (metal halide
carboxylate) to abstract the adjacent halide. The B-site exchange then proceeds by the substitution of surface ion pair Pb−Oct with dopant ion pair
M−Oct, yielding a dopant-anchored surface.
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GIWAXS results indicate that the ligand-assisted B-site doping
process does not affect the crystal structures of RD perovskites,
while it only introduces shrinkage of crystal unit cells due to
the smaller ionic radii of dopant elements.
We therefore used high-resolution XRD to further

investigate crystal strain within the perovskite solid introduced
by B-site doping. The position and intensity of major crystal
peaks were substantially maintained in 3D and RD perovskites
following treatment (Figures 5c and S13); yet peak shifts to
slightly larger q values were also found in RD crystal
orientations parallel to the substrate, such as (003), (006),
and (0012). These observations are in excellent agreement
with PXRD and GIWAXS results, and together these findings
suggest that the ligand-exchange-assisted B-site exchange leads
to an asymmetric lattice contraction of the RD perovskite
mainly in the ⟨00l⟩ direction (i.e., along the layering direction).
The materials investigations presented above lead us to a

more detailed model of the ligand-exchange-assisted doping
process (Figure 6). While the activation energy is high for B-
site vacancy creation, the presence of the bulky organic A-site
enables an indirect approach to B-site doping. The process is
initiated by the dynamic detachment of anion−cation pair R−
NH3X (where R is the bulky organic component) facilitated by
the ionic surface and liquid-like crystal structure and the
opportunity to interact with metal carboxylate. Because 3D
perovskite does not have bulky organic cations (R), the
exchange rate of carboxylate/methylammonium (i.e., MA+) is
impeded in the 3D case, and only the potential carboxylic/
MA+ exchange is available, yielding carboxylate-passivated
surfaces.
The removal of the halide X− opens the PbX4

2− octahedron,
enabling Pb2+ to interact with the dopant molecule and
become bonded by carboxylate. It is important to note that the
adjacent X− can now interact with the dopant ion pair, after
which it is poised to and then detach from the surface. Due to
the nature of the dynamic surface, surface ion pair Pb−Oct
then is capable of being exchanged by the dopant ion pair and
forming a dopant-anchored surface. The ongoing doping
process, followed by cation diffusion within the perovskite
solid, is then able to proceed, with additional dopant cations
fed in from the surface and traveling for incorporation deeper
into the lattice,22,26 resulting in homogeneously doped RD
perovskites.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We report a general perovskite doping approach that replaces
Pb2+ with desired B-site cations under mild conditions. The
highest level of heterovalent doping is 14% for reduced-
dimensional perovskite films, 40 times higher than in
previously reported postsynthesis doping on perovskite solids.
We achieved this via a surface-ligand-exchange-inspired
dynamic ion exchange process that substantially reduces the
activation energy of B-site vacancy formation at the boundary
of RD perovskite flakes. The anchoring of the dopant
substantially modifies the optoelectronic properties of perov-
skites without additional damage nor reconstruction of the
crystal, a finding that may have applications in doped transport
layers for light-emitting diodes. This work demonstrated that
the strategy can be extended to the application of perovskite
nanomaterial doping and 3D perovskite surface passivation and
provides an approach that can be further combined with scaled
solution-based processing techniques such as spray-coating,
blade coating, and roll-to-roll printing.
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